Protecting the Client

The Architect is chiefly interested in specifying an article because he knows it will give satisfactory service to his client, and uphold his reputation for foresight and good judgment. The day of engine room appliances on Radiator equipment is past. Radiators demand a valve that is specially designed for radiator surroundings; one that does not require an expert to repack at stated intervals, and that will not leak and spread ruin over floors, rugs, walls and ceilings.

The Sylphon Packless Radiator Valve is an important application of the Sylphon Bellows. By means of this bellows the valve is hermetically sealed at all points around the stem, and its working parts protected from the steam and wash of the system. Having no perishable parts or packing, the valve is frictionless in operation, easy to open and close, and practically indestructible in use. It is the most absolutely and permanently tight Radiator Valve it is possible to produce.

Complete descriptive booklet, "IDEAL SYLPHON HEATING SPECIALTIES," free on request.

AMERICAN RADIATOR COMPANY
General Offices, 282-286 Michigan Ave., Chicago
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50,000 STAR PRODUCTS used in Metropolitan Life Building

Star Products, 50,000 in number, were used to the exclusion of all others in the erection of the Metropolitan Life Building. The architects, in their plans, insisted upon Star Products. They couldn't afford to take chances. Our reputation stands behind every product labeled "Star." Each device is carefully tested by experts before leaving our factory.

In specifying insist upon the name "Star" and avoid cheap and utterly worthless imitations. Every architect should have our sample set and interesting 70-page catalogue number 17. Write for them to-day.

STAR EXPANSION BOLT CO.
Catalogue Department 17
147-149 Cedar St.
NEW YORK CITY

The New City Hall, Chicago
HOLABIRD & ROCHE, Architects.
(See illustration)

Six Hundred and Ninety Sets of the
Grant Anti-friction Vertical Pivot Lifts
used in this building.
Grant Pulley & Hardware Company
3 West 29th Street, New York

Simply Tell Us
You Are Interested
In Ventilation
This beautifully illustrated booklet will be mailed gratis.

We want you to install a
"STROCCO"
Electric Fan & Air Purifier
upon your window sill.
A Cent a Day Will Run it and the Price is Reasonable

American Blower Company
DETROIT, MICH.
U. S. A.

ONLIWON

Toilet Paper Cabinets

ARCHITECTS and Builders will appreciate
this Cabinet for new construction as exactly
meeting the requirements of the hotel or private
residence. Requiring a recess but 2½" deep it is inconspicuous and occupies no
room space whatever. . . .

Booklet showing special de-
signs for new construction
will be sent architects or
others on application. . .

A. P. W. Paper Co., Albany, N. Y.

DRAWING INKS
ETERNAL WRITING INK
ENGROSSING INK
TAURINE MUCILAGE
PHOTO MOUNTER
DRAWING BOARD PASTE
LIQUID PASTE
OFFICE PASTE
VEGETABLE GLUE, Etc.

ARE the FINEST and BEST GOODS of THEIR KIND

Emancipate yourself from the use of corrosive and ill-smelling inks and
adhesives and adopt the Higgins inks and Adhesives. They will be a
revelation to you.

AT DEALERS GENERALLY.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Mfrs.
Branches : Chicago, London.
271 Ninth St., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
THE above illustration is one of the many examples of the large ornamental iron contract executed by us in this building. It represents one of the three entrances on 31st Street, 33rd Street and 8th Avenue leading down to the Concourse. We manufactured all of the stairways, railings, fence, train indicators, enormous glass and iron screens between arcade and waiting rooms, lunette windows above waiting rooms, and other large windows throughout the building, bronze grilles at ticket offices, telephone booths and parcel rooms, street lamps, elevator enclosures, service stairs, etc.

HECLA IRON WORKS
ARCHITECTURAL BRONZE AND IRON
North 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th and Berry Sts., and Wythe Ave., BROOKLYN, N. Y. CITY
OTIS ESCALATORS
(Moving Stairways)

We call attention to the Escalator installation in the new Pennsylvania Terminal.

This modern equipment effectually solves the problem of elevating large numbers of people from lower to upper levels. The Escalator has a capacity of continuously elevating twelve thousand persons per hour, safely, conveniently and without crowding.

The rapidly growing demand for Escalators is one of the most interesting phases of transportation development to-day, promising for this safe and practical equipment a place of first importance among historic public utility inventions.

In addition to the Escalator, the Eleven Electric Traction Passenger Elevators and Six Electric Dumb-Waiters were also designed and installed by this Company.

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
17 BATTERY PLACE, NEW YORK

Offices in All Principal Cities of the World
THE INTERIOR ALL-METAL DOORS AND TRIM
MANUFACTURED BY
J. F. BLANCHARD COMPANY

ALL-METAL DOORS AND INTERIOR FINISH
FIRE WINDOWS FOR WIRE GLASS
APPROVED BY NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS

OFFICES: FULLER BUILDING, NEW YORK
FACTORIES: LONG ISLAND CITY
Years of Experience

In the manufacture of all-clay fixtures only, for the modern bath-room and toilet, coupled with the best workmanship and materials, a business policy of fair dealing and upholding a trade-marked guarantee—by reason of these things, the Trenton Potteries Company was able to secure the contract for supplying the sanitary all-clay fixtures for the Pennsylvania Station, New York City, together with many other large and equally prominent buildings.

The Trenton Potteries Company

Manufacture from clay a complete line of bath tubs, lavatories, closets, urinals, laundry tubs and kitchen sinks, in fact every possible convenience pertaining to sanitation of the modern building, public or private, large or small.

Sanitation demands Vitreous China Plumbing in the bath-room and toilet, for no other substance will preserve the attractive and sanitary advantages of a fixture as does china. We offer you the productions and enormous facilities of the largest manufacturer of sanitary pottery in the world. Catalogue upon request.
THE EDUCATION OF ARCHITECTS AND OWNERS HAS NOW REACHED THE STAGE WHERE METAL DOORS, WINDOWS AND TRIM ARE LOOKED UPON AS NECESSITIES, NOT LUXURIES

NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION BUILDING, ALBANY, N. Y.
R. T. FORD CO., CONTRACTORS
PALMER & HORNBOESTEL, ARCHITECTS

ALL OF THE BRONZE WINDOW FRAMES AND SASH FOR THE ABOVE BUILDING, PROBABLY THE MOST COMPLICATED IN DETAIL EVER TURNED OUT IN METAL, ARE READY FOR INSTALLATION MONTHS IN ADVANCE OF THE BUILDING.

A CONTRACT AWARDED TO THIS COMPANY, WITH OUR EXPERIENCE AND OUR FACTORY FACILITIES, RELIEVES THE ARCHITECT AND CONTRACTOR OF ALL DOUBT AS TO RESULTS AND THE OWNER GETS THE BENEFIT.

JOHN W. RAPP CO.
Metropolitan Life Bldg., 1 Madison Ave., New York
The Lesson of the Singer Fire

Conflagration Prevented by the Fireproof Construction of the Great Tower

"What might have proved the most colossal flaming torch in history was reduced to a fizzle in the Singer Tower fire Thursday purely by foresight against just such an eventuality on the part of the architects of the structure.

What transpired was highly spectacular, not on account of what happened, but on account of what might have happened but didn't. Had the interior finish of the building been of woodwork, it would have meant a spectacle that all the millions of people of New York and for miles around would have rioted to see.

The fire, starting as it did in the small hours of the morning, on the twenty-sixth floor would have spread to the upper floors, the great pile would have become a giant chimney, and the sixteen upper stories as susceptible to the flames as the head of an enormous match, but, for all the ferocity of the fire in the room in which it started, it could get no further—all the damage it could do was to blister the inside finish of the doors and trimmings of steel.

Instead of all this, only a lesson was taught. The lesson of modern fireproof building construction, absolute. Wood-appearing steel made every office a mere stove itself. When its interior inflammable materials were consumed the fire could not end. The steel doors, partitions and trim retarded fire progress—again proves that so far as the fire hazard is concerned, these gigantic monuments to American engineering skill can be and are made safer than even the one-story cottage.

And Thursday's fire presented the opportunity for advertising enterprise to be exercised. It was in the same editions of the afternoon papers carrying the news story of the fire the Dahlstrom Metallic Door Company inserted advertisements calling the public's attention to the fact that steel reduced the fire hazard during the Singer Building fire that morning. They claim in the half-page advertisement that appeared in this morning's papers that the Singer fire holds a lesson for every prospective builder. If the thought of the tenants' safety is to be considered, it does. The advantages of interior steel trim are certainly apparent."

For those willing to be guided by results attained in modern structures exemplifying the best practice of fireproof, sanitary, artistic, permanent construction we have published

"Buildings As They Should Be"

—a book illustrating the interiors and exteriors of a few of the world's most prominent office buildings, apartments, residences, etc., that are equipped with Dahlstrom Metallic Doors, Partitions, Trim, Etc. To the interested a copy of this book is free for 6c. postage.

DAHLSTROM METALLIC DOOR CO., Executive Offices and Factories, 76 Blackstone Ave., Jamestown, N. Y.
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Russell & Erwin Mfg. Company
New Britain, Conn.

Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co. of New York
New York
San Francisco
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co. of Chicago
Chicago
INTERLOCKING RUBBER TILING

Improved
Interlock Composition Coloring Methods

WE MANUFACTURE
the most perfect Interlocking Rubber Tiling
on the market.

SEND FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE, ALSO SAMPLES

THE GOODYEAR TIRE
& RUBBER COMPANY

HEADQUARTERS TILING DEPARTMENT,
64th St. and Broadway, New York City.

FACTORY AND EXECUTIVE OFFICES,
Akron, Ohio.

BOILERS
and
RADIATORS
Manufactured by
THE H. B. SMITH CO.

WESTFIELD, MASS.

39 E. Houston Street, - - - - NEW YORK CITY
1225 Arch Street, - - - - PHILADELPHIA, PA.
138 Washington Street, No, - - - - BOSTON, MASS.

Central Western Agents:
CONTINENTAL RADIATOR AND FOUNDRY CO. - - St. Louis, Mo.

Pacific Coast Agents:
HOLBROOK, MERRILL & STETSON, - - - - San Francisco, Cal.

European Agents:
AUGUST EGGERS, - - - - - - - - Bremen and New York
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PLATES AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

FLATBUSH CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Exterior, - Plate CVI.
Interior, - Plate CVII.
Plan, - Plate CVIII.

ALLEN & COLLINS AND L. E. JAILLADE, ARCHITECTS.

NORTHERN NAVAL Y. M. C. A., Norfolk, Va.
Exterior, - Plate CVII.
Interior, - Plate CVIII.
Plan, - 174.

I. E. JAILLADE, ARCHITECT.

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART, New York.
Meeting House, Ethereal Culture Society, New York, Plate CV.
Robert D. Kahn, Architect.

EMILE REMBRANDT KAHN, Scupptor.

HARPERLEY HALL, New York.
Exterior, - Plate CVI.
Detail, - Plate CVII.
Entrance to Court, - Plate CVIII.
Plan, - 176-177.


THOMSON METTER COMPANY FACTORY, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Exterior, - Plate CVII.
Interior, - Plate CVIII.

COTTAGE, H. M. Turner, Chappaqua, N. Y.
Exterior and Plan, - 168.

ALFRED BARONE, ARCHITECT.

TWO HOUSES, LAWRENCE PARK, N. Y.
Exterior, - 170.
Interior, - 171.
Plan, - 172.

KATHUR G. HENRY, ARCHITECT.

WHITE BUILDING, Seattle, Wash.

HENWICK & SQUIRES, ARCHITECTS.

HOUSE, LAWRENCE PARK, N. Y.
Exterior and Plan, - 173.

Wm. A. Bates, Architect.

DOORWAY, DINING ROOM, Rowallan Castle.

DOORWAY, DINING ROOM, Rowallan House, London.

OREIL Window, Chancellor's House, Lincoln.

Copyright, 1910, by FORBES & COMPANY, LTD., 527 Fifth Ave., New York

ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM.

NO architect can seriously deny the importance and beauty of the French style, but the extravagant and almost violent manner in which it has been both used and advocated by its exponents has caused it to be regarded with something of disfavor by our more conservative architects. As it is usually the younger men who are most enthusiastic about the style they consider the best, the most contemptuous regarding all other, and whose design invariably runs to extremes, it would be well if a photograph of the Institute of Musical Arts (Plate CIII) could be placed on the walls of each of the ateliers in which the French style alone is seriously considered, as an example of how it should be employed. It is after all upon the simple and naked mass that the main reliance must be placed, and in this building by the spacing of the windows, the excellent disposition of the plain surfaces, and the correct subdivision of the mass, there has been attained a result, which decorated in no matter what style, would still be most excellent. The ornament has been completely subordinate; and though exceedingly low in relief it emphasizes the points to which attention is desired in the most delightful and natural manner; moreover each individual piece of decoration is in itself most charming. When upon close examination we find that all the windows are of substantially the same area (as is essential in a school building where all rooms should be equally well lighted) it is at once recognized that the problem was by no means as easy as it would appear from its perfect solution. Four tiers of openings practically the same dimensions are not the easiest things in the world to merge into a unit, and the slight differences in their treatment in this case would on paper hardly be considered sufficient to overcome this difficulty, but a glance at the photograph gives ample proof of the success of the method adopted. On one further thing Mr. Barber is to be congratulated and that is that he has gotten along without an order. We have had banks with orders, stations with them, schools with them; in fact, there has been no class of building in which their use has been thought unnecessary; and here is a most beautiful building without a trace of them. They have been the first lesson of the schoolboy and the last resource of the practitioner, and so universal has been their use that while recognizing the splendid decorative effect which is inherent in the order, it is indeed an agreeable surprise to find an architect who can do without their first aid application.

THERE has been occasion before in this column to speak with pleasure of the increasing excellence of modern commercial design, especially in its use as brick work, due in part to the employment of a better class of architects to design the work, and in part to the increased knowledge of the architects themselves.

The Harperley Hall apartment house (Plates CV, CVI and CVII), is, I believe, in some respects the best which has been published. There has been no money wasted in foolish or unmeaning ornament; every line has some distinct purpose and the decoration has been naturally evolved from the structure; the materials themselves have been made, without any veneer of surface treatment, to form a part of the decoration. This can be very clearly seen in the photograph showing the detail of the crowning motive of the building, where the fireproofing around the
could be carried into another part of the shop without changing any hangers. It was finally decided to do this and to make each concrete beam in the form of an exaggerated I beam, that is, with groove on each side and in this groove was to be later fastened the hanger. Each beam had on each side a groove similar to every other beam. This allowed the shifting to be adjusted within one-hundredth part of an inch in truing up.

The steam pipes and electrical conduits, which are generally hung below a beam in a building of this type and are an impediment in moving around the shafying and belting, were finally placed against the under side of the floor slab by means of leaving holes close against the slab in each beam. Later on the conduits and steam pipes were passed through these holes and therefore lie against the under side of the floor slab and out of the way of the shafiting.

In each column in the mold was left a piece of timber oiled so that it would not swell and later leave the concrete, this piece of timber being wedge shaped, like the bevelled sleeper in a floor. This piece of wood ran from floor to ceiling and was used for the fastening of the work benches and other things, so that since the completion of the building up to date, not a solitary hole has been bored in the concrete for the purpose of any piping, belting, shafiting or anything else.

Pivoted windows were used to give the maximum amount of ventilation, and while opened, to prevent the rain from falling on the work benches against the windows.

In the decoration of this building the author felt that the only way to treat it was to be very frank in this construction, expose it on the exterior and not attempt to face the cement with any material whatsoever. Under the cornice polychrome terra cotta was used merely to give color to the building, which otherwise would have been monotonous. Bricks were used in the window panels. Upon completion the entire exterior of the building was given a brush coat of white cement and yellow sand.

In the actual construction of this building the foundations were started November 1 and the building was completed April 1, so that during the entire winter, which was rather a severe one (winter of 1909) the construction was carried right on. In mixing the cement, hot water was used so as to insure a quick set before nightfall and at night the fresh work was covered. Salamanders were kept going all night and during the day in the interior of the building except in several places and that was, where through carelessness, one of the principal columns in the interior, a girdler and several beams had been frozen. This was at the first floor. This frozen concrete work was kept frozen purposely until the building was enclosed so as not to get a mechanical action in the setting of the cement. Upon removal of the molds, this column, girders and beams were tested to four times the actual load and were found to be perfect. There was no deflection and no settling.

The plant produces its own steam and current for lighting and power, and carries no insurance.

A CONTRAST BETWEEN TWO COMPETITIONS IN THE SOUTH.

A STRIKING contrast is afforded by two architectural competitions now in progress in southern cities.

At Richmond, Va., the Confederate Memorial Association is about to choose an architect for a building which will contain a stately hall of assembly and will house its collections of objects of interest of the period of the Civil War. The association, although it retained experts for the preparation of the program and to conduct the competition, issued the program before asking its approval by the American Institute of Architects. Since the program failed in several respects to conform to the provisions of its Code of Competitions, the Institute was unable to give the desired approval.

Upon these facts being presented to the professional advisers and by them to the executive committee of the association, announcement was made that a revised program in harmony with the principles approved by the Institute would be issued. As revised, the program is admirable in so many ways that a brief resume of it will be of interest to architects.

The program constitutes an agreement between the association and the competitors guaranteeing that one of them will be employed as the architect for the building under the terms of the Institute schedule of charges. It provides a proper basis of settlement in case of the architect's dismissal or the abandonment of the work. It provides suitable prizes for the authors of the four designs adjudged next in merit after that of the winner.

It provides that architects desiring to participate in the competition must submit drawings and photographs of work executed by them and that only those who thus demonstrate their capacity properly to carry out the work shall be admitted to the competition.

Provision is also made for submission of the designs to a jury of three consisting of the president of the association, one of the professional advisers and another architect to be named by the president of the American Institute of Architects. In the light of the findings of this jury, the executive committee will make the final decision.

The drawings, while they are adequate to present the design, are few and at a reasonably small scale. An interesting and admirable feature of the program lies in the fact that the utmost latitude of solution is allowed the competitors and that the statement of requirements is as far removed from that tormenting precision and over elaboration so frequent in programs as can well be imagined. The competitors are not called upon to make any statement as to the cost of the building but its cubage is carefully limited.

The problem itself is a highly interesting one and architects who are interested in the competition may obtain copies of the program from Mr. J. Taylor Ellyson, Richmond, Va.

At Chattanooga, Tenn., a County Court House is about to be erected at a cost of $30,000. As a proof of the program failed to conform to the principles approved by the Institute, the attention of the Building Committee was called to the Institute's "Circular of Advice" and the employment of an expert adviser was urged. After a lapse of several weeks, the program was issued without substantial amendment.

The program fails to state that any expert has been employed and in fact gives every evidence that none has been. It distinctly states that "the successful competitor will be employed by the Building committee as architect for the building" but this is nullified in the same sentence by the provision that "the Building Committee reserves the right to reject any and all plans without expense to the county."

Should an architect be secured by means of the competition, he will be paid three per cent on the cost of the building for plans, specifications, detail drawings and a (Continued page 160)
general interpretation of them, but the committee reserves the right to employ whomsoever it pleases to supervise the construction of the work. If, after appointing an architect, they do not think him competent, he must associate with himself some architect satisfactory to the building committee and pay that architect for his services.

Should the committee desire the architect to superintend construction, he must so act for a fee of two per cent and should he fail or refuse to so act and the county be damaged thereby, a sufficient amount of his fees shall be held to cover the damages.

The program includes an ingenious scheme whereby the "successful architect shall give a good and sufficient bond in the sum of $10,000 for the purpose of protecting and saving harmless the county by reason of any or all mistakes in or about his plans, drawings and specifications" and in order to determine whether he has made any mistakes in his plans, an elaborate scheme of selecting arbitrators, one by the architect, one by the building committee, one by the judge of the Circuit Court of Hamilton county is announced, their procedure is described and the costs of the arbitration is divided between the county and the architect.

A lengthy and detailed statement of the accommodation required in the building is given but the building committee with singular modesty and caution state that neither they nor the county will assume any liability for these statements.

All this seems to have been too bitter a pill for even the kind of architects willing to take part in such a competition and in a supplement to the program the committee withdrawing so much of it as relates to the giving of a bond and states that an architect will be employed as professional adviser in the conduct of the competition. His employment seems a trifle late for any usefulness on his part. It is indeed a cause of wonder how any architect could be found willing to act as adviser after the issuance of such a program.

The program was not in all respects a bad one. Had the building committee adopted the Institute's suggestion of appointing an expert before the issuance of the program instead of afterwards, had they then eliminated the bond instead of afterwards, and had they made a few more changes which they might wisely have made, they would have brought their program into harmony with the principles approved by the Institute and would have opened their competition to the great body of able, competent and honest practitioners of whose services they have now deprived themselves.

The futility of an attempt in the part of an inexperienced and uninstructed committee to pass without expert guidance through the intricate mazes of a public competition is thus again demonstrated.

THE FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL CONVENTION
A. I. A.

The American Institute of Architects will hold its next convention in San Francisco, Cal., January 17, 18 and 19, 1911. The board of directors will hold its meeting prior to the convention on Monday the 16th of January.

After the president has delivered his annual address the reports of committees will be received. To obtain prompt action and discussion the board has ruled that all reports must be in the hands of the secretary one month before the convention, so that the committees appointed by the president may consider such reports and present their conclusions and resolutions following the reading of the report. Discussion on these reports will probably follow.

In addition to the routine business of the Institute, the subject of interest before the convention will be the architecture of the Pacific coast, on which the following papers are expected: The Development of Architecture on the Pacific Coast and the Rehabilitation of the City of San Francisco: the Aesthetic Problems of and what the Coast has Accomplished in City Planning, by members of the committee of the San Francisco Chapter, of which Mr. J. G. Howard is the chairman. Mr. Charles H. Bebb of Seattle will deliver a paper on The Salient Points of the Architecture of the Northern Pacific Coast, while Mr. A. B. Benton of Los Angeles will present a paper on the History and the Present Status of the California Missions.

THE MANUFACTURE AND USE OF WALL TILE.
CHARLES F. BINS.

BURNED clay as a building material has arrived. From the opening of the Christian era it has been known and used, but during long centuries it survived merely in the barest structure. Some exceptions there were in both exterior and interior work but in the main clay wares remained comparatively uninteresting and badly utilitarian. The nineteenth century saw a great advance and the twentieth bids fair to reach the consummation.

Terra cotta in the outer wall, as structure and decoration in one, leads logically to tile for the interior. All that can be said in favor of brick or terra cotta construction may also be said for tile as a finish. Fireproof, sanitary, interesting and expressive, there is no other material which can be compared to glazed tile.

Wall tile are made of a pottery clay not unlike that used for white ware dishes. No clay exists in the storehouse of nature which will, unaided, develop into a desirable white ware. The mix, technically known as the "body" is composed of several ingredients to each of which belongs a special function. In the nature of the case a body must be plastic and this property is supplied by the different clays which are known under certain trade names. But these clays, if used alone, would remain open and porous after being burned or would warp and twist out of all recognition. To the clay, therefore, there is added a sufficiency of ground quartz or flint stone or, perhaps, a proportion of ground pottery made from defective pieces. This non-plastic material has the effect of opening the pores of the clay so that it becomes possible to maintain a sufficient accuracy of line and surface during the operations of drying and burning. Even yet, however, the mixture is incomplete. If only clay and quartz were used the body of the ware would be soft even after burning and would inevitably crumble with even moderate usage. A substance is called for which will flow under the action of the fire and impart to the mixture a partial vitrification which results in density. This requirement is met by the mineral feldspar which contains some seventeen per cent of potash. At a sufficient heat the mineral will melt to an almost clear glass so that when pulverized and added to the mixture it acts as a cement under the fire of the kiln and enables the tile maker to secure a body as dense as he may require.

The proportions of the mix being decided by experi-
PLANS OF TWO HOUSES AT LAWRENCE PARK, BRONXVILLE, N. Y.
MEETING HOUSE, ETHICAL CULTURE SOCIETY, 64TH ST. AND CENTRAL PARK WEST, NEW YORK.

ROBT. D. KOHN, ARCHITECT.

Estelle Rumbold Kohn, Sculptor.

American Radiators.

Otis Elevators.

R. W. Tebbs, Photo.
HARPERLEY HALL, 64TH ST. AND CENTRAL PARK WEST, NEW YORK. (Plans, pages 176-177.) Otis Elevators. Wells Brothers Company of New York, Builders. R. W. Tobs, Photo.
DETAIL, HARPERLEY HALL, 64TH ST. AND CENTRAL PARK WIST, NEW YORK.
Wells Brothers Company of New York, Builders.

H. W. WILKINSON, ARCHITECT. R. W. Teibo, Photo.
ENTRANCE TO COURT, HARPERLEY HALL, 64TH ST. AND CENTRAL PARK WEST, NEW YORK. H. W. WILKINSON, ARCHITECT.
Wells Brothers Company of New York, Builders. R. W. Tebb, Photo.
PLANS, NORFOLK NAVAL Y. M. C. A., NORFOLK, VA.

L. E. Jallade, Architect
The kilns are equipped with an ingenious machine which is capable of accurately forming steel dies. This is necessary to ensure that the tile is formed to the desired shape and size. The machine is operated in such a way that it ensures that every particle of sand, splinters, or such like is removed. The clay is then placed in a battery of powerful electro-magnets. These attract themselves to every speck of iron, and thus the clay is cleansed. The next step is the removal of the water which has only been added for the purpose of cleansing the clay. The filter press acts much as does a cider press. The clay is retained in cloth lined chambers and the water, by heavy pressure, is forced out through the pores of the cloth. The clay thus formed is in a plastic state and is available for the manufacture of pottery, but for wall tile it must be dried to a powder. This being done and with sufficient dampness retained or added, the moist dust is fed to heavy presses where in accurately formed steel dies the tile are shaped. The parts are coated with a slip, and they are then ready for a second burning. In this the glaze is fused and becomes firmly fixed to the body of the tile.

White wall tile are ready for the market when they arrive from the glazing kiln. Tile which owe their coloring to the glaze which has been tinted as required are also finished at this point but if any design or decoration is demanded it may be painted or printed either before or after the glazing fire.

From this brief account of tile in the making it will be seen that quality, as this term is understood in the building professions, must be largely a matter of surface and finish. The actual substance of the tile as expressed in such terms as density, durability and fitness is as uniform as can be made in any series of manufacturing operations. The quality of first or second grading is found in slight irregularities of surface, minute specks or glaze marks and different shades of color or degree of whiteness.
"TARGET-AND-ARROW" ROOFING TIN
was used to cover the
Sleepy Hollow School at Tarrytown, N. Y.

This historic building now has a roof that is proof against fire, lightning, and all attacks of the weather.

"TARGET-AND-ARROW" tin, made by our exclusive process—the "full-seven-open-pot, palm-oil hand-dipping stack"—is to-day the same durable quality we have supplied to the American sheet-metal roofing trade for more than fifty years.

It is made at our Philadelphia works by the slow, thorough methods formerly employed at our works in Wales.

The durability of this plate has been established by the only sure test, the test of time. Roofs of this heavily coated hand-made tin are found in as good condition after forty and fifty years' service, as when first put on. Its constant use by architects for roofing permanent buildings of the highest type, as well as for less pretentious structures—like this little schoolhouse—indicates its adaptability as a roofing material.

Numerous stocks of this tin are carried at principal distributing points in all parts of the United States. No locality is far from a source of supply.

Made in three thicknesses, IC, IX and IXX—durability the same in each case, the difference being in the weight of the base plate only.

Full technical information, including standard specifications for architects' use will be sent upon request.

N. & G. TAYLOR COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA
Headquarters for Good Roofing Tin since 1810
3,530,000 Feet of Roofing

Gravel and slag roofs laid along the lines of The Barrett Specification, cover most of the first-class buildings of the country, because the experience of more than 60 years has proven that,
1st—They keep out water, and that is what a roof is for.
2d—Their cost per year of service is lower than any other kind.
3d—There is no painting, coating or similar maintenance cost.

Claims regarding other roofings should be met with this question: "Can you refer me to anyone who has used say 500 squares of your roofing on a comparatively flat surface for 10 years and bought any more of it?"

Then investigate any such claims, for such roofs are rare except in the salesman's imagination.

Exaggerated and untrue claims sometimes sell other roofings, because the principles of Barrett Specification of them have been giving satisfactory service for almost a quarter of a century.

Booklet and other information regarding Barrett Specification Roofs, mailed free on request to our nearest office.

BARRETT MANUFACTURING CO.

New York Chicago Philadelphia Boston
St. Louis Cleveland Pittsburgh Cincinnati
Kansas City Minneapolis New Orleans

It
ATLAS CEMENT LIBRARY

is a set of books for which you should write at once if you are interested in anything that may, might, should or could be built of concrete. These carefully prepared books give explicit information about concrete construction and equally explicit information about the quality of Atlas Portland Cement.

Send for these books to-day:—

Concrete Construction about the Home and on the Farm - Free
Concrete Houses and Cottages. Vol. I. Large Houses - $1.00
Vol. II. Small Houses - 1.00
Concrete in Highway Construction - 1.00
Reinforced Concrete in Factory Construction (delivery charge) - .10
Concrete in Railroad Construction - - - - 1.00
Concrete Cottages - - - - Free
Concrete Country Residences (out of print) - - - - $2.00
Concrete Garages - - - - Free

IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU WITH "ATLAS" WRITE TO

THE ATLAS PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
Dept H, 30 Broad Street, New York

LARGEST OUTPUT OF ANY CEMENT COMPANY
IN THE WORLD, OVER 50,000 BARRELS PER DAY

NONE JUST AS GOOD
TILE
LAUNDRY • BATH • PORCH
• KITCHEN • FIREPLACE

To be importunate in the beginning is better than to listen to regrets afterwards. Specify tile—its cost is moderate.

The Associated Tile Manufacturers
Room 14, Reeves Building, Beaver Falls, Pa.
The Most Artistic and Permanent Building Material in the World

Tapestry Brick
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

"Tapestry" brick has met with unqualified success from Maine to California. We find in some minds, however, the idea that it is too expensive for usual house construction. This is entirely wrong.

You can afford a "Tapestry" Brick House—you certainly cannot afford one of wood. Lumber has grown too expensive. You cannot afford to build even a modest house without knowledge of the comparative cost of brick and frame. Our valuable little book, "A Revolution in Building Materials," sent free.

Nothing else for the building of a wall can produce the beautiful blending color of "Tapestry" Brick and the charm of contrasting, delicate which its use affords. Absolutely different in coloring, texture and hardness from ordinary face brick. The most distinctive brick in America.

Our valuable book, "Tapestry Brickwork," giving comparative costs of wood, concrete and brick constructions, forty-eight pages, some in color, describing the brick architecture of all ages, full of interest to architect and house-builder, sent on request. Write for information, describing the work you have in mind.

FISKE & COMPANY, Incorporated, 1765 FLATIRON BUILDING, NEW YORK

MANUFACTURERS OF "Tapestry" BRICK, A REGISTERED TRADE MARK, ENTIRELY of Artistic Brickwork.

REPUTATION

Now, if ever, is the time when reputation counts. The cost of turpentine, linseed oil and varnish gums has advanced so enormously that the temptation to market inferior goods is naturally strong.

Reputation is the best guarantee that you obtain what you want.

This warranty is found on every can of

I. X. L. No. 1 The finest varnish for interior work
I. X. L. Floor Finish Spar Coating

WE GUARANTEE these varnishes as well-aged and made of nothing but hard fossil gums of superior grade, finest oil of special refining and pure spirits of turpentine.

No rosin. No substitutes.

Your customers protected by "83 Years' Experience in Every Can."

EDWARD SMITH & CO.
Varnish Makers and Color Grinders
Main Office and Works
West Ave., 6th and 7th Sts., Long Island City
P. O. Box 1790, New York City
Western Branch, 5332-34 S. Morgan St., Chicago

FIVE STATE CAPITOLS

are built wholly or in part of our two granites. In Woodbury Gray we have furnished work for the Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Iowa and Idaho State Capitols. In Hardwick White we are furnishing the entire exterior of the Wisconsin State Capitol. State Capitol buildings demand the best material and workmanship that may be had.

The choosing of Woodbury Gray and Hardwick White granites for five State Capitols is certain proof that these granites can be relied upon, and that we can be entrusted with the execution of granite contracts of any size.

WOODBURY GRANITE COMPANY
HARDWICK, VERMONT

Mr. George H. Buckford, General Manager
Cabot's Waterproof Cement Stains


They are not paints or coatings, and therefore cannot crack, peel or chalk. The colors sink into the cement, and color it in deep, rich tones, without covering the texture. Any one can use them. They are applied to the finished concrete or plaster, and therefore do not weaken or deteriorate the cement, as mixed-in colors and waterproofings do.

Send for Circulars, Samples, and Prices

SAMUEL CABOT, INC., MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS
BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

350 Dearborn Ave., Chicago. Agents at all central points. 1133 Broadway, N. Y.

Cabot’s Stain Stains, Waterproof Brick Stains. Staining and Dyeing Quills. Conserva Wood Preservative

GEORGE MERTZ'S SONS
Contractors, Builders

AND MANUFACTURERS OF
Fine Interior Hardwood Work
PORT CHESTER, N. Y.

MATHESON WHITE LEAD
IS STRICTLY PURE
and will make a white mark on any other white lead. For interior or exterior work it has no equal, and will cover at least 25 per cent. more surface than any other American lead and cover it better.

For the reason see Sweet's, Vol. II, 1908, pages 1362-83.

MATHESON LEAD COMPANY
CORRODERS
182-184 Front St., New York

Iron Frame
GREENHOUSES

The architect will find us always ready to heartily co-operate with him.

Hitchings & Company
Designing and Sales Office
1170 Broadway, New York
HYDREX
WATERPROOF FELT
Cemented together with hot Hydrex Compound, for
WATERPROOFING SWIMMING POOLS
Per
"THE MEMBRANE METHOD"
(Staining Pool in Y. M. C. A., Syracuse, N. Y. Guggin & Guggin, Architects)
THE HYDREX FELT AND ENGINEERING COMPANY
Manufacturers and Specialists in Waterproofing Materials
120 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK
WASHINGTON, D. C. FACTORIES, BARWAY, N. J.
"When in Water Remember Hydrex"

Residence, Res. S. Bowneiter, M. Kisco, N. Y. Delano & Aldrich, Architects.

Ribbed Concrete
PATENTED
WALLS :: FLOORS
Better than Concrete or Brick and 15% Cheaper.
PERMANENT, DRY AND FIREPROOF.
Write us for "The House That Will Stand a Thousand Years."
It will aid you to decide to use
Salt Glazed Tile Interlocked with Vertical Steel Concrete Studs
New York Holding and Construction Co.
907 Fifth Avenue, New York

Advise Your Clients to Build
U-BAR GREENHOUSES
Because of Their
Successful Curved Eaves, Extreme Lightness, Great Strength and Durability, Aluminum Interior Finish, Architectural Simplicity, Make them the Best Green-House built.
Send for Catalog—or Send for Us.
U-BAR GREENHOUSES
PIERSON
U-BAR CO.

Dover White Marble Co.
Sales Rooms, 500 Fifth Ave.
Extensive Quarries, South Dover, New York

Our product of Pure White, Cream White, Tinted, and Beautifully Marked Marble for interior and exterior purposes is well before the public eye, and we respectfully solicit correspondence and opportunity to estimate on contracts for marble in block.
Our capacity is upwards of 2,000 cubic feet per diem.
Stearns Used Cars

The above is a photograph of a Used Stearns Car left with us for disposal by the owner, who recently purchased the newest model. We always have on hand,

Ready for Immediate Delivery

and subject to demonstration, if desired, both 15-30 H. P. and 30-60 H. P. STEARNS cars, 1908, 1909 or 1910 models, in a variety of body styles.

Every car is thoroughly overhauled in our shops, repainted and put in the best running order, thus ensuring to the customer a car with STEARNS quality, endurance, speed and comfort.

It is decidedly to our interest to have the cars overhauled by us put in such condition as to give absolute satisfaction to the customer.

Among our used-car patrons are persons as discriminating in their tastes and requirements as are found among our regular customers for new cars.

The cars left with us are always to be had

AT REASONABLE PRICES

There can always be found in our stock a limited number of cars of odd makes.

In our used-car department we make a specialty of fulfilling the desires of customers residing at a distance, and invite correspondence.

WYCKOFF, CHURCH & PARTRIDGE
1743 Broadway, at 56th St., New York
Atlantic
Terra Cotta Company
1170 Broadway, N. Y.

Architects should insist upon close fitting Architectural Terra Cotta and embody "ground joints" in their specifications.

The Atlantic Company makes a practice of grinding joints,— invariably on lower story and entrance work.

Although grinding frequently accounts for the difference between good and poor Terra Cotta the practice is far from general among manufacturers; few have the necessary equipment.

Southern Branch
Atlanta Terra Cotta Company
East Point, Ga.
Rider-Ericsson Engine Co.

Builders of
“Reeco” Electric Pumps
“Reeco” Rider Hot-Air Engines
“Reeco” Ericsson Hot-Air Engines

Catalogue “B-8” sent on application to our nearest Store.

35 Warren Street, New York.
40 North 7th Street, Philadelphia.
22 Pitt Street, Sidney, N. S. W.

40 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
239 Franklin St., Boston.
234 West Craig Street, Montreal, P. Q.

Steel-Woven Oak Flooring for Fireproof Buildings

No big beams are inserted in the concrete. No sticking of blocks to concrete and tearing loose with change of season. The floor lies solidly of its own weight. In case of swelling, owing to dampness, or even flooding with water, the floor swells as a whole and takes up the compression space in the border. If the floor shrinks again after such an accident the blocks shrink individually and the shrinkage is divided up so many times that no cracks are seen. In extreme cases the entire floor can be keyed up from the compression spaces.

The floor in the Baltimore Bar Library was flooded for forty-eight hours during the Great Fire, and is now as good as ever. The floor in St. Luke’s Hospital has stood the test of years. Several carloads laid in New York Custom House.

WOOD-MOSAIC COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.
New Albany, Ind.

LOOMIS FILTERS
ESTABLISHED 1880

Endorsed by the Leading Architects, Mechanical and Sanitary Engineers.

LOOMIS-MANNING FILTER COMPANY

Boston New York Buffalo Baltimore Washington

We want to estimate on your work.

ROCKPORT GRANITE CO.

Telephone, 6032 Cortlandt.
13 Park Row, New York.

TRUSS METAL LATH IS THE ONLY MATERIAL FOR REINFORCING PARTITIONS AND WALLS FOR ALL PURPOSES WITHOUT STIFFENING RODS OR FORMS

TRUSS METAL LATH CO., 147 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK